
CHAPTER X

JIODIFICATION OF CLEA VAGE BY COMPRESSION OF TIlE
EGG

IN 1884 PflÜger made the important and novel experiment
of compressing the Ulisegmented egg of the frog between paral-
lel plates of glass. In consequence, the cleavage was modified,

and there was found to be a direct rehition established between
the planes of cleavage and the direction of tlie pressure applied.
The first three planes of division were at right angles to the
compressing plate. PflÜger explained these results as due to
the position which the nuclear spindle wpuld take during its
eloiigation. The long axis of the spindle, hc thought, would

place itself in the direction of least resistance, i. e. in a plane
pamllel to the glass plates; and since the division of the cell is
at right angles to the long axis of the spindle, it wil, therefore,
be at right angles to the compressing plates. Born ('9B) and
Hertwig ('93) simultaneously repeated PflÜger's experiment,
making also some modifications of the original experiment.
Born's account is here followed, as it gives a more detailed

report of the results.

Einmc'l OF COl\PRESSlNG TI-lE SEmmNTlNG EGG 13ETWEEN
P AnALLEL PLATES

The eggs of Rana fusca are on an average 1.5 mm. in diame-
ter. The distance between the two glass plates in the experiment

was 1.4 mm., for if less the eggs were bllst by the presslle.

Sinee all of the jelly around the egg was not removed, the actual
diameter of the egg, as subsequent measurements showed, was
less than the distance between the two parallel plates (1.4 mm.).
For iiistimce, a compressed egg (after it had been kiled and
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96 DEVELOPMENT OF THE FROG'S EGG (Cii. X

hardened) i measlled in its longer diameter, parallel to the
two plates, 1.83mm., while the shorter diameter, at right angles
to the plates, was 1. 2 mm. The two axes, therefore, staiid in
the relation of 2 : B. These figures apply to eggs compressed
in the direction of the egg-axis, from ribove down ward. vVhcn
the egg is compressed frOii side to side it will withstand
more pressure. \Vitli a distance of 1.37 mm. between the two
pamllel plates, an egg compressed laterally measured in its
longer diameter 1.96 mm., while its shorter diameter, from
plate to plate, measlled 0.91 mm. The two axes therefore
bear to each' other the ratio of 1: 2. The experiments may
be described in detail under the following categories.

1) E.if/JS compressed in the direction at thc priiiwry a:.ris (Fig. 30,
A). The eggs taken from the uterus were placed on a dry plate
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FIG. 30.-Diagram showing three positions of eggs under compression.

of glass, so that the white pole was exactly downwanl,i.e. the
egg-axis was verticaL. Another glass plate ìvas then placcd
over the eggs and brought dOWll into contact with two sup-

porting rods, so that the two glass plates were 1.4 nuii. apart,
ancl the eggs correspomlingly compressed. The eggs were thcn
fertilized aiid the whole appamtus put into a dish of water.
The primary axis of each egg was kept al ways verticaL. ìVhen
the first furrow comes in, it is vertical, i.e. at right angles to
the glass plates, and passes from the black to the white pole
(Fig. 31, A), dividing the eg'g into two symmetrical halves. The
secoiid furrows coiie in at right aiigles to the first, and are also

1 The eggs contracted very little during thc process of hardening.
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vertical, i. e. at right angles to the glass plates. The second
furrows may cross the first furrow in the middle of its upper
and lower surfaces, so that four cells of equal size result; or the

second furrows may sometimes pass to one side of the middle
poiiit, so that two cells may be larger than the other two (Fig.
31, A). The last result may be due to a slight obliquity in the
position of the axis of the compressed egg. The third furrows
(which normally are horizontal and at right aiigles to the pre-
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FIG. 31.-A, B. Egg compressed axially (Diagram A, Fig. 30). A. Aboye: B. belo\L

C, D. Egg compressed laterally (Diagram B, Fig. 30). C. One side; D. other side.

ceding furrows) are also vertical and at right angles to the
plates, and are generally parallel to the first furrow (Fig. 31,
A, B). The egg is now divided into eight cells, all lying in
one horizontal plane. III the black hemisphere the third fur-
rows abut against the second furrows (Fig. 31, A), but be-
low they as of teii run into the first furrows, as shown in the
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fig me (Fig. 31, B). The fourth fulTOWS are also vertical Cl.e.

at right angles to the plates) and generally run parallel to the
second plaiies of cleavage, as seen in the figure (Fig. 31, A, B).

There is 110 segmeiitrLtion-cnvity as yet present in these eom-
pressed eggs.

I t is possible to keep these eggs in position until the blasto-
pore nppears, and then to follow its movcineiits up to a time
wheii the medullary folds form. The blastopore appears on

the under side, i.e. on the white hemisphere near the ed/le of the
eflfl. It closes at the opposite edge of the lower surface. The
medullary folds also appear on the lower surface of the egg, and
remain there until the embryo begins to leiigthen. The belly
is therefore turned upward.

2) E.iJ.rS c01npres.~ecllateJ'llY, i.e. at )'~(/lt an/lles to the primary
a:.vis, witl¿ the blac1c pole Icept upward (Fig. 30, B). The eggs
were placed between glass plates so that, when the plates were
turned vertically, the axis of the eggs also stood vertical, and
the eompression was from the sides. The first fulTOW is ver-
tical and at right angles to the two glass plates (Fig. 31, C, D).
The furrow passes through the middle of Hie egg, dividing it
into two equal parts. Deviations from this mode of division

often occur. The first division sometimes passes obliquely, i.e.
to one side from above downward, but keeps always at right
angles to the glass plates.

The second eleavage comes in also at right aiigles to the

plates, and at right angles to the first furrow, and therefore in
a horizontal position. It always lies nearer the upper (i.e. the

black) side of the egg, as shown in the figure (Fig. 31, C, D).
Two upper small cells and two lower large cells are formed.
The second furrows have come in where, 1l0lmally, the third
furrows lie.

The furrows of the third order appear first in the upper
smaller cells. They are at right angles to the glass plates, and
parallel to the first furrow, near to which they often lie (Fig.
31, C, D). Occasionally, a furrow of the third order may lie

parallel to the second, and not to the first furrow; it may even
run aloiig. the edge of the compressed egg, and is then parallel
to the compressing plates. III the lower cells the furrows of

the third order also come iii vertically and rit right angles to
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the plates, They are genemlly more or less parallel to the
first furrow. The fmTo\vs of the fourth order come in as a
rule at right aiigles to the last f\lrows, and therefore vary

in position according to the position of the third furrows

(Fig. 81, C).
I'he later development of these eggs is as follows: if the eggs

have been mudi compressed, the blastopore appears always at
the periphery of the flattened egg, i. e. at the edge, and in the
space between the two plates; when the eggs are not so much
compressed, the blastopore appears near the edge but more or

less upon one or the other surface. Curiously enough, just

before the dosure of the blastopore, its openiiig is found to lie
at the eçlge at the same .sde at which it first appeared. Born iii-
terprets this result as due to a rotation of the whole egg during
the closure of the blastopore. The eggs, he believes, are able
to rotate in the space betweeii the glass plates around an axis
at right angles to the plates. The medullary fold appears also
at the edge of the compressed egg.

B) Ep/Js compressed laterally and kept with the black pole to
one side (Fig. 30, C). If the eggs, laterally compressed, are

kcpt after compression in a horizontal position, i.e. with the
primary axis horizoiital, other phenomena appeal'. Under these
circumstances, Born says that a streaming of the contents of

the egg takes place. The eleavage of these eggs corresponds

in general to that of the laterally compressed eggs, with nor-

mally direeted,i.e. vertieal, axis.
.l) Epps compressed between two plates oblique to each other,

so that the epps lie in a wed/Je-shaped space. The first two fnr-
rows are at right angles to the compressing' plates, which are

inclined 12 degrees to each other. The furrows of the third

order are in the smaller, dark and more compressed cells at
right angles to the plates, while in the yolk-cells, which rHe little
compressed, the furrows are horizontaL. The details of these
experiments of eleavage have not been worked out by Born so
fully as in the cases where the compressing plates were pamllel
to each other.

Hertwig ('83, h) has described the first cleavn,ge of one of
these eggs compressed by plates incliiieÜ 45 degTees to each
other. The first cleavage divides a smnJlcr protoplasmic por-
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tion from a larger :yolk-portion. It does llOt therefore divide

the egg, as in the preceding cases, symmetrically.
Hertwig found that when eggs were compressed from above

downward, 'i.e. flattened axially between parallel plates, there
was iio agreement between the pLine of the first cleavage aiid
the median plane of the embryo. Four times the two coin-
cided, approximately, with the first furrow, five times with the
second, aiid six times with neither. The blastopore closes in
these eggs, as Born had also shown, at a point of the white
hemisphere opposite to that at which it i1rst appeared. In the
eggs compressed from the sides and standiiig with the axis ver-
tical, the blastopOle appeared geiierally at the edge between
the two plates, and closed at a poiiit opposite to that at which
it had first appeared. 

i Exceptionally in these eggs the blasto-

pore appeared on one of the flattened surfaces, 'i.e. against one
of the compressing glass plates.

EFFECT OF COMPimSSlNG THIL EGG lN A GLASS Tnm

Houx has shown that if the frog's egg 'be sucked up into a
glass tube of smaller diameter thaii the diameter of the egg,

A B

FIG. 32. - Segmentation of ep:g' enclosed in a tube, (A ¡tel' Hertwig'.) A. Four-cell

stage. B, C. Eight-eell stage, above and below.

c

the egg will be drawn out into a barrel-shaped body and the

clmivage correspondingly modified. The results, however, are
not always alike. This is probably due to the presence of a

large amount of jelly sUlTOlmding the eggs, so that they do

1 IIert\Yig found that \Yhen 111sc(linented Cf/(is compressed between parallel
plates \Yere rotated so that the white pole was turned upward, the egg rotated
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not always take the shape of the enclosing tube. In order to

avoid this iiiconstant element, Hertwio' ('93) repeated the, b
experiment with eggs from which much of the jelly had been
cut away. The fertilized eggs were drawn up into cylin-
drical tubes in which they assumed a short cylindrical shape
(Fig. 82). The eggs lay with the black hemisphere against
one side of the tube and this side was turned upward, and the
tube kept in a horizontal position. The first cleavage of snch

an egg is vertical and at right angles to the long axis of the

tube (Fig. 32). The second furrows are also vertical and at
right angles to the first, therefore in the direction of the long
axis of the tube. The third furrows are also vertical and

parallel to the first. The result so far is the saiie as when the

eggs are compressed from above downward between parallel
glass plates. The fourth furrc)\vs are horizontal aiid divide the
egg into eight black and eight white cells.

CONCLUSIONS FnOl\l THg EXPE1Ui\lKNTS

These experiments in which the cleavag'e has been modified
by changing the shape of the egg have an important bearing

on the general problem of cleavage of the egg. In the first

place, the" induced" form of the eleavage may give us some
insight into the eauses that determine the direetion of the

normal cleavage-furrows. In the seeond place, we see that
when aii egg is compressed, the sequence of the cell-division is
very different from the noriial sequence. Siiice we get nor-
mal embryos from eggs modified in this way, it would seem to
follow, as Pfhiger was the first to point out, that the cleavag'e

siiiply divides the spherical egg into the building-blocks from
which the later embryo forms, and it is a matter of indifference

as a whole and tended to turn the white hemisphere downward. :I, however,
the eggs wcre compressed after the two, four, or eight cell stage, they then held
their position much better when the white pole was turned upward. :I the
compression was applied when the cleavage of the eggs had gone very far, but
beforc the blastopore appeared, it was again found that the rotation of the egg
as a whole takes place (as in the unsegmented egg). An egg that has been
turned with its whitc pole upward at the two or four cell stage and has kept its
position during the cleavage-period, no longer tends to rotate as a whole during
the later stages of cleavage.
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as to the succession of divisions. The value of this statement
wil be discussed later.

These experiments show clearly that by changing the form
of the egg, we change at the same time its method of cleavage.
"'''gain, reasoniiig from these" iiiduced" forms back to normal
forms of cleavage, we see also somethiiig of the forces at work
there. PflÜger did not fail to see the importance of these

experiments. He believed, as we have seen, that the direction
of the cleavage-planes results from the direction of the pressure,
because when the nuclear spindle of the egg or of a blastomere
forms, the spindle elongates in the direction of least resistance,
that is, at right angles to the direction of the pressure.

The spindle in the egg axially compressed cannot lie at

right aiigles to the plates because of the resistance of the yolk
below, but it must elongate in a plane parallel to the plates.
Since the clecwage of the protoplasm takes place at right

angles to the long axis of the nuclear spindle, the division-
planes must appear at right angles to the plates. Born has

pointed out that this interpretation of PflÜI¿'er ca,nnot be the

true one, because the egg is not a solid elastic ball, but a fluid
globe with an elastic coat. The pressure, therefore, wil be
quickly equalized in all directions, and cannot act duriiig the
time of cleavage in any giveii direction.

Sachs's law for the direction of new cleavage-planes seems to
apply to the compressed eggs. According to Sachs, the form
of the whole mass determiiies the position of the cleavage-
planes. Hertwig refers the processes of cleavage directly to
the ehanges that take plaee in the iiucleus. He thinks that

the nucleus tends to assume the centre of its sphere of activity,
which is the centre of the protoplasmic mass. This is not neces-
sarily the centre of an egg in which the yolk is unequally

distributed. Hertwig thinks that the nuclear spindle wil then
elongate in the direction of the greatest protoplasmic mass. If
we apply Hertwig's hypothesis to the segmenting frog's egg,
we see that it appears to explain in part the various phe-

nomena. In the egg eompressed in the direction of its pri-
mary axis and with the primary axis vertical (eategory 1),
the greatest protoplasmic mass wil be, for the first spindle, in
a horizontal plane; similarly for the second spindle. Hence
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the cleavage-plfties that come in at right angles to the cleav-

age-spiiille must be vertical and at right angles to the plates.
The third cle(ivage-phines will be for the same reason vertical,
and even the fourth planes may be so. The number of con-
secuti ve di visions at right angles to the eompressing plates must,
liowe\'er, soon reach a limit, beeause the mass of protoplasm
iii each eell wil soon be thicker verticall.y thaii horizontally.
\Vheii this happens, the next clectvage comes in horizontally or

parallel to the plates.

Hertwig's hypothesis seems, therefore, in harmony with the
phenomena of the compressed eggs. \Vhether it is of general

application may be doubted because cases lmve been recorded
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FIG. :1:;. - Diagrams to show the distribution of nuclei iii compressed (A-D) and
iiorinal c"g (E-H). Iii the uppel' series (A-D) the hlacl, hemisphel'e is tUl'ued

tmyard the olisel'er; iii the lower sel'es (E-H) the egg is seen fl'om the sidc aiid
in pal't froin aliove the lilaek hemisphere.

where the eloiigating spindle does not seem to take the direction

of the greatest protoplasmic mass. Further, in certain spheri-
cal eggs without yolk, all the axes are equal, and some other
cause must be present to detcl'l1ine the direction of the spindle.
Even in the compressed egg (category 1) the protoplasm must
be radially symmetricaL. Finally, it is possible that the phe-
iiomena of the greatest protoplasmic mass and the elong¡,ting
spindle may be only concomitant and not causal phenOmel1a, for

the position assumed by the ceiitrosomes, which come to lie at
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the apices of the spindle, must also be coiisidered. The centro-
somes determine the position of the poles of the iiuelear spindle.
J\Ioreover, the position of apposition of the two pronuclei of the
egg may be a further factor in the first cleavage.
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THE DISTRIBuTION O:F THE NuCLEI IN 'l'HE CO;\IPGESSED
EGG

In the experiments recorded above, where the frog's egg is
compressed during the cleavage-period, the distrihution of nuclei
iii the protoplasm is different from that in the iiormal egg.
This is ilustrated in the aecompanyiiig diagnims (Fig. 33).

Let us eall the segmentation-nucleus A, and its first products
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A l_H2. The products of these nuclei we imiy call BI_H2,

IP-IP. The following division will give eight nuclei, Ci-C8,
and at the sixteen-cell stage we may call the nuclei CI-Dl,
(:2_1)2, etc., as shown in the accompanying diagram.

:N ow let us compare, using this nomenclature, a normal egg

(Fig. 33, 
B) with an axially compressed egg (Fig. 33, A). In

the normal egg at the sixteen-cell stage, the nuclei around the
upper pole wil be CI-DI, C3_D3, C5_D5, Cí_1) 

7, and those

around the lower pole, (:2_D2, C~-D4, C6_DG, C8_D8. On the
other hand, in a compressed egg that has been freed from the
com pression after the eight-cell stage, so that the fourth fur-

row has come in horizoiitally (Fig. 33, A-D), we fiiid that the
nuclei in the upper hemisphere are Cl_C2, (:3_C4, (:5_C6, C7_C8,

and in the lower hemisphere, 1)1-1)2, D3_D4, 1)5_D6, D7_D8.

Thus there is an entirely different distribution of the products
of the nuclear division in the two cases,l yet normal embryos
develop from both eggs.

The simplest and most obvious eonclusion from this result is,
I think, that the sequence of nuclear div,ision during the early

cleavage-period has no relation to the subsequeiit formation

of the embryo, and that at this time the nuclei are all equiva-

leiit.

i Thcre are several other possible combinations of these sixteen nuclei, but in
no case is the distribution alike in the normal aud iii the compressed egg.


